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                             The Blessing of Disappointed Expectations 

Introduction: 

1. We Don’t have marriage problems we have character deficiencies that show up in the 
marriage. 

2. Where there are character deficiencies that show up in the marriage, there is a deficiency 
in Glorifying God and being beneficial to the other person in the marriage. 

3. Where there is a deficiency in Glorifying God and being beneficial to the other person in 
marriage, there is disappointment in marriage. 

4. Where you find disappointment that keeps showing up in marriage you will find patterns 
that keep showing up in marriage. 

5. The patterns are the character deficiencies that have gone ignored or undetected by each 
person in the marriage as each person exploits and condemns the character deficiencies of 
their spouse in the marriage. 

6. Marriage is suppose to be a place where people who have died to themselves have come 
to live for Christ within the marriage; unfortunately it has become a place where people 
who live for themselves have come to disappointment in the marriage leading to  
destruction of each other and the marriage. 

7. There is so much disappointment in marriage and many have not come to understand 
why. 

8. I want to suggest to you that there is a blessing in disappointed expectations in marriage. 
9. Let us first understand the nature of disappointments and then we can understand the 

blessing God could be leading us to as He guides us through the disappointment of 
expectations in marriage.  
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Proverbs 13: 12 Hope deferred makes the heart sick, but desire1fulfilled is a tree of life.1  
 
It is good for a person to have hope, but if it is not fulfilled for a long time (deferred means “put 
off or long drawn out”) then he experiences disappointment (his heart becomes sick). But when 
a hope is fulfilled a person is refreshed. The gratification of hope gives encouragement like a 
tree that gives life.2  

 
It is therefore our wisdom not to promise ourselves any great matters from the creature, not to 
feed ourselves with any vain hopes from this world, lest we lay up matter for our own vexation.3  
 

I.   When we feed ourselves vain hopes from this world we will have unrealistic 
expectations of our marriages that turn into disappointed expectations (hope being 
put off) in our marriages making our hearts sick.  

      A. We live in a sinful world expecting a sinless comfortable life with our spouses,  
            resulting in disappointed expectations. 
 
      B. We live with a flawed spouse expecting a flawless relationship, resulting in  
           disappointed expectations. 
 
      C. We live in an unpredictable world expecting controlled predictable spouses, resulting  
            in disappointed expectations. 
 
       D. We live expecting uninterrupted personal happiness gained from our spouses while  
           belonging to a God who is pursuing our personal holiness, resulting in disappointed  
           expectations. 
     
 
 
 

                                                           
 

1 New American Standard Bible : 1995 Update. LaHabra, CA : The Lockman Foundation, 1995, S. Pr 
13:12 

2Walvoord, John F. ; Zuck, Roy B. ; Dallas Theological Seminary: The Bible Knowledge Commentary : 
An Exposition of the Scriptures. Wheaton, IL : Victor Books, 1983-c1985, S. 1:933 

3Henry, Matthew: Matthew Henry's Commentary on the Whole Bible : Complete and Unabridged in 
One Volume. Peabody : Hendrickson, 1996, c1991, S. Pr 13:12 
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II.  Our unrealistic expectations that result in disappointed expectations, leading to our 
hearts being sick, expose the selfish preoccupations of our hearts.  

 
A. Our unrealistic expectations reveal that our hearts are consumed with a life that is 

reduced to what we want and what we think we need above loving God and loving  
our spouses.  
 

B. Our unrealistic expectations reveal that our hearts are consumed with loving self and 
wanting our spouses to love us as much as we love ourselves. 
 

C. Our unrealistic expectations reveal that our hearts are consumed with seeking 
solutions with our spouses that serve our satisfaction instead of seeking solutions 
with our spouses that lead to our sanctification.   
 

D. Our unrealistic expectations reveal that our hearts are consumed with self-serving 
satisfaction resulting in reducing our spouses to being the means to that end. 
 

III.  God can use our disappointed expectations in marriage to lead us to some  
        important realizations resulting in placing our hope in what God has promised  
        from obedience to Him resulting in a desire fulfilled.  
 

A. Disappointed expectations in marriage can lead us to realize that marriage is not 
the means to personal happiness but a tool to practical holiness; When we accept 
this reality and live accordingly we can expect blessings that come from living a 
holy life with or without our spouse’s cooperation.  

 
B. Disappointed expectations in marriage can lead us to realize that the motivation to 

work on our marriages must come from a heart to please God not a heart to please 
self; When we seek to please God in our marriages we will gain satisfaction that 
comes from obeying God with or without our spouse’s cooperation. 

 
C. Disappointed expectations in marriage can lead us to realize the non- sinful 

differences in character, conduct and conversation of our spouses from our own 
and learn to celebrate them instead of being critical of them or trying to change 
them; When we accept this, we learn to put up with and praise the differences 
resulting in enjoying and enduring our marriage leading to contentment in 
marriage.  

 
D. Disappointed expectations in marriage can lead us to realize that our spouses need 

the grace of God not our criticism. When we accept this we can become tools in 
the hands of God to provide the grace our spouses need to transform from their 
transgressions resulting in a life that is more blessed from giving than receiving.  
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 Key Points To Consider  

Key Point #1: Expectations not being realized can lead us to the end of ourselves  
and into building genuine faith in our Lord Jesus Christ resulting in living a life prepared and  
prescribed by God in this life and within our marriages. 
 

Key Point #2: When we stop trying to fulfill our expectations through our spouses    
we can begin to live for our Savior with our spouses as explained in 2 Corinthians  
5:14-15.  
 
Key Point #3: When we stop trying to fulfill our expectations through our spouses we can:  
A. Learn how to enjoy the pleasures God provides through our spouses.  
B. Learn how to endure the pain God allows through our spouses.  
C. Submit to the precepts of God in His Word according to our roles and responsibilities.  
D. Focus on and hold tightly to what God has promised within this life and the life to come. 
E. Hold loosely in our hearts and hands what we would like to see, what we want and what 

we would like to have happen that is not promised by God for/in our marriages so that, 
we can live a life of faith as prescribed and provided by God within our marriages.  
 

      Key Point #4: Faith should be in  
A. The reality of God. 
B. The reformation of our existence in totality to reflect the character of Jesus Christ. 
C. The responsibility of God to provide, protect, and prepare us for the next life.  
D. The rewards of God in this life and the life to come.  
E. The return of Christ and His glory along with the residence created by our Lord and 

Savior Jesus Christ when He returns for us. 
 
Key Point: #5: Faith should not be in the realization of all of what we want in and through 
our marriages.   
 

 
(Many of the concepts presented were gleaned from reading the book What Did You  
Expect? by Paul Tripp. This is a must read book to help individuals develop a proper  
perspective and practice for a God-honoring marriage.) 
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